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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Roxana Lund, Programming Chair, has planned and
executed a number of events. On November 19,
Philippe Ithurbide from Amundi Asset Management
presented “Looking ahead to 2016”. On December 9
Aly Alladina from PCJ Investment Counsel delivered
an excellent overview of his firm’s expectations for the
Canadian equities market. On January 19 we had our
first Members’ Speaker Series Breakfast during which
Jeremy Klein from Edison Asset Management provided
an overview of smart beta funds. Expect at least one
programming event per month until the summer break.

These are uncertain times for the world economy. The
price of crude has dipped below $30/bbl, the Canadian
dollar is drastically depreciating, and equity markets
are reflecting economic uncertainty with heavy
declines in valuation.
Who could have forecast our current economic climate
just a few months ago? The winner of the Forecast of the
Year Award will be announced at the 2016 Forecast
Dinner, which will be organized by Wesley Blight,
Society’s Vice President. We are pleased to have secured
a number of thought-provoking panelists from Manulife
Asset Management, CIBC Asset Management and
Franklin Templeton Investments. I encourage you
all to register early.
The Society is very fortunate this year to benefit from
a number of highly motivated volunteers who are in
full execution mode.
Graham Edwards, Membership & Mentorship Chair,
has been instrumental in organizing a number of member
networking events, as well as affinity relationships.
Since the initial launch of the Mentorship Program last
summer, several successful mentorship relationships
have been initiated. On December 2nd, there was a
good attendance at the Society’s Christmas Social
Soirée at the National Art Centre. In April we are
planning a networking and dinner event at an Ottawa
Senator’s game. Graham is also representing the
Society’s participation in the CFA Institute’s Global
Branding Initiative, with additional details to follow
in the next newsletter.

Kevin Pei, Employer Outreach Chair, has launched the
Society’s Ambassador Program. This program now
includes ambassadors representing thirteen employers
in the Ottawa region. The Program will help the
Society expand its partnerships with employers
across the Ottawa-Gatineau area.
Ian Taylor, Education Chair, has been working closely
with the University of Ottawa and Carleton University.
The Society sponsors their finance clubs and supports the
CFA Institute Research Challenge. This year, for the first
time, the University of Ottawa had also participated in the
CFA Society Toronto Master of Finance Ethics Challenge.
Alexander Taryshkin, Communications Chair, has been
working hard behind the scenes to enhance the utility
of the Society’s web site, improve the quality of email
communication to members, and to establish the Society’s presence on social media. He is also responsible
for developing this newsletter.
The big news from other Canadian Societies comes
out of Montreal where they are hosting the 9th CFA
Institute Annual Conference in May of this year. This
is one of the industry’s largest gatherings of investment professionals, historically attracting as many as
1,800 delegates from 70 countries. Last year’s annual
conference was held in Frankfurt, Germany. The theme
of this year’s conference is “Investing in a Changing
World”. Speakers will include top economists, legendary
investors, and bestselling investment authors. As Ottawa
is only a short trip away, I encourage you to attend.
Sincerely,
Bernhard Eichenlaub, CFA
President, CFA Society Ottawa

UPCOMING EVENTS

APRIL 7, 2016
CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA AND
THE OTTAWA SENATORS
NETWORKING EVENT
Join us for a great evening of learning,
networking and entertainment! The night
will include a panel discussion, a dinner in The Ledge
and a ticket to see Ottawa Senators play against the
Florida Panthers—all included in the price of the
admission. Limited space is available. Register early!
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69TH

CFA INSTITUTE
ANNUAL
CONFERENCE
8-11 May 2016 | Montreal, Canada

APRIL 16, 2016
2016 FORECAST DINNER: THE INFLUENCE OF
DYNAMIC GLOBAL GROWTH
The CFA Society Ottawa will be hosting its annual
Forecast Dinner on Monday, April 18, 2016 at the Shaw
Convention. It is the premier financial networking
event in Ottawa, bringing together over 300 of
Ottawa’s leading investment professionals.

INVESTING IN
A CHANGING WORLD
8–11 May 2016 | Montréal
annual.cfainstitute.org
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Megan Greene - Managing Director and
Chief Economist at Manulife Asset Management
Luc de la Durantaye - Managing Director and Head of
Asset Allocation and Currency at Management at
CIBC Asset Management
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Eric Takaha - Senior Vice President, Director of
Corporate/High Yield Credit, and Portfolio Manager
Franklin Templeton Investments
For more information on ticketing and sponsorship
opportunities please visit:
www.cfasociety.org/ottawa > Forecast Dinner or
contact Wesley Blight at Wesley.Blight@cma.ca
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UPCOMING EVENTS

May 8-11, 2016 | Montreal, QC
69TH CFA INSTITUTE ANNUAL CONFERENCE:
Investing in a Changing World

SOCIETIES NEARBY

In a changing world, gaining a leading edge requires
a personal investment in your knowledge, skills, and
professional network.

2016 ANNUAL PENSION CONFERENCE
MARCH 31, 2016 | TORONTO

Join featured speakers Bob Geldof, Amy Myers Jaffe,
David Rubenstein, and Michael Pettis for discussions
on China in the world economy, efficient portfolio
solutions, the global energy markets, and much more.
CFA Institute members who are also society members
can use promotional code SOCIETY16, which provides
a discounted rate of CAD900 (valid until 29 January
2016). For more information, as well as to secure your
place, please visit annual.cfainstitute.org.
Agenda: https://annual.cfainstitute.org/schedule/
Speakers: https://annual.cfainstitute.org/speakers/

2016 EQUITY INVESTMENT SYMPOSIUM
FEBRUARY 9, 2016 | TORONTO

WOMEN IN INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
APRIL 27, 2016 | MONTREAL
69TH CFA INSTITUTE ANNUAL CONFERENCE
MAY 8-11, 2016 | MONTREAL

GLOBAL
2016 FIBA AML CONFERENCE
MARCH 7-9, 2016 | MIAMI, FL, USA
CFA INSTITUTE CONFERENCE: WEALTH MANAGEMENT 2016
MARCH 16-17, 2016 | MINNEAPOLIS, MN, USA

Webinars:
BUILDING A HIGH IMPACT RESUME
JANUARY 26, 2016

More at: www.CFAInstitute.org > Insights & Learning

2016 Market Outlook
The influence of dynamic global growth

Monday, April 18, 2016
Reception begins at 5:00pm, dinner begins at 6:30pm
Shaw Convention Centre

Megan Greene

Managing Director
and Chief Economist
Manulife Asset
Management

Luc de la
Durantaye

Managing Director and
Head of Asset
Allocation and Currency
Management
CIBC Asset
Management

Eric Takaha

Senior Vice
President, Director of
Corporate/High Yield
Credit, and Portfolio
Manager
Franklin Templeton
Investments

Don’t miss out on sponsorship opportunities!

For more information please visit www.cfasociety.org/ottawa > Forecast
Dinner or contact Wesley Blight at Wesley.Blight@cma.ca
With over 350 members, the CFA Society Ottawa supports the business and
professional growth of local investment professionals.
Aligned with our mission, the annual forecast dinner is the foremost investment
conference in the nation’s capital.

RECENT CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA EVENTS

DEBT AND DELUSION
November 3, 2015

CHRISTMAS SOCIAL SOIRÉE
December 2, 2015

In situations when most are
troubled by the alarming
numbers, Robert Smithson
looks beyond the figures to
understand the underlying
concerns. During his visit
to Ottawa, Robert, who has
previously worked at Goldman
Sachs and is now a fund manager at the UK-based THS
Partners spoke about the overstatement of global debt
loads. He painted a rosier demographic picture for
developed nations than is projected by many economists
and discussed the significant deleveraging that has
already been undertaken by consumers, corporations and
sovereigns. The event drew a room-packed crowd and
was a great addition to the Society’s busy fall schedule.

The Christmas Social Soirée, held by the CFA Society
Ottawa, was a festive year-end holiday event that
brought together close to fourty people at the National
Arts Center (NAC). This was an excellent occasion for
colleagues and friends to meet their significant others
and their children, as well as, enjoy the spectacular
performance of the Nutcracker presented by the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet after the reception. Many members
will certainly hope that this great event will be the
beginning of a new tradition at the Society.

LOOKING AHEAD TO 2016
November 19, 2015
In November the Society
hosted a presentation by
Philippe Ithurbide, Global
Head of Resarch, Analysis
and Strategy of Amundi
Asset Management—one of
the largest fund managers
in Europe. Philippe spoke
about the global outlook for 2016. He shared his grim
views on the slowing Chinese economy with short term
implications for DM financial markets and long term
implications for commodity-linked currencies. He was
more optimistic about the recovery in Europe, expecting
domestically-driven small caps to lead growth. Needless
to say, actions of the Federal Reserve also made the
day’s agenda. We thank Philippe for sharing his views
with the Society.

NAVIGATING CHOPPY WATERS
December 9, 2015
The CFA Society Ottawa
hosted a luncheon featuring
Aly Alladina, Partner, PCJ
Investment Counsel on
December 9. Aly’s presentation
focused on navigating the
choppy waters of Canadian
equities. He shared his
perspective on the state of the Canadian equity market,
including the impact of global growth and commodity
prices on current and anticipated market conditions.
Aly also spoke about PCJ’s investment decision-making
process and demonstrated how this process is applied
to arrive at “high conviction” stock selections. Aly’s
presentation was followed by a lively discussion, with
many questions and comments from the audience.

MEMBER’S RESOURCES

CFA Institute recently partnered with Mercer Consulting
to size employment in the investment management industry
worldwide to support its efforts to create strategy that
has an impact on the investment management profession.

(and only about 1% of the total financial services
Industry). The United States has the largest
investment management profession, nearly four
times the size of the second-largest market, Japan.

CFA INSTITUTE MARKET SIZING REPORT

Members were segmented by job function and
employer type to estimate the number of members
in the core (approximately 32% of members
globally). Based on the estimated market size of
core investment management professionals
(adjusted 10%–30% to account for small firm data
not available for this study), the global market
penetration is estimated to be between 14%–16%,
ranging from 1% in Japan to up to 38% in Switzerland.

The CFA Institute’s ability to create strategy that
will impact the investment management profession
is partially dependent on what job functions and firm
types make up the profession, what the current and future
labor market size will look like in key markets, and
how much market penetration we have with members.
CFA Institute recently partnered with Mercer Consulting
on an effort to size employment in the investment
management industry. Twenty-four economies were
included in the study, representing about 90% of
global assets under management.
Some of the key findings of the research are outlined
below. The investment management industry includes
anyone working for an asset management firm (including
alternatives), wealth management firm, or asset owner
(e.g., pension funds, endowments, sovereign wealth funds).
The five largest investment management industry
labor markets are the United States, China, Japan,
Canada, and the United Kingdom, representing 73%
of the total investment management work force in
the 24 countries we studied.
Within the industry, “core” jobs (portfolio manage
ment, research/investment analysts, and personal
financial advisers) account for 21% of the total
work force

The investment management industry is projected
to grow 28% over the next 10 years. Non-core jobs
(29%) will grow slightly faster than core jobs
(22%). Rank order of countries by employment
is projected to stay stable in most cases, except
that China might surpass Japan to become the top
market in Asia, and the United Arab Emirates
might surpass Russia.
The fastest-growing markets are in Latin America,
the United Arab Emirates, China, South Korea,
India, and Indonesia.
Wealth management is projected to grow slightly
faster than asset management (34% versus
26%, respectively).
The CFAI will use the survey results as a partial input
to their three-year strategic plan, all of which leads
to fulfilling their mission and vision.

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
The following was originally published on Enterprising
Investor; reprinted with permission from the CFA Institute.

full of enthusiasm and with a new set of skills, you
are ready to contribute. But you’ll need to understand
the culture of the organization. You’ll need to understand who the leaders are and the feel of how things
get done. The ability to flex is critical to getting the
understanding you need to succeed in your job.
As you grow as a manager, have your own team, start
to bring in clients, and work across borders, you’ll
have the opportunity to flex across these worlds, too.
Ask yourself, “How will I flex [for] new customers?
How will I flex [for] new team members, especially if
they’re younger and have different motivations and
communication styles from me?”

FLEXING, CODE SWITCHING, AND LEADERSHIP
BY RHEA WESSEL
In the new book Flex: The New Playbook for Managing
across Differences, co-authors Jane Hyun and Audrey
S. Lee analyze the effectiveness of leaders who have
the ability to “think differently.” Hyun (a leadership
strategist, executive coach, and author) shared some
of her insights at the recent CFA Institute Annual
Conferencein Frankfurt. Previously a vice president
of human resources and talent at J.P. Morgan and
director of recruiting at Deloitte & Touche, Hyun
draws on her experience to offer guidance for investment professionals trying to advance in modern firms.
Following her presentation at the annual conference,
she expanded on her views in an interview with CFA
Institute Magazine.
Rhea Wessel: What is “flexing,” and why should
investment professionals use the technique?
Jane Hyun: “Flexing” is the art of switching between
styles in communication and leadership to more
effectively work with people who are different from
you. And “different” is a very broad term. It could be
culturally different, generationally different, or even
across the gender divide. This is the art of flex.
At any stage in his or her development, an investment
professional can use the strategy. As a new employee

There are many areas in which CFA Institute
members can flex.
What are your three strategies for stronger
communication, and how do they work?
The strategies help you consider where the other person
is coming from and solve problems collaboratively
in a way that is non-confrontational. I know the case
of a senior manager who took a junior manager to a
meeting with a client. The junior manager promised
the client that the team would meet a tight deadline.
The senior manager knew it wasn’t possible, but the
junior manager, being of Indian heritage, was operating
under the cultural understanding that you don’t say no
to someone in a position of authority, such as a client.
This is where the senior manager can use the three
strategies. Instead of getting worked up about the
unrealistic deadline, she should first ask herself,
“What is the junior manager thinking?” Next, “How
can I best connect?” Here, the idea is to consider in
advance how to interact to correct the situation in a
way that is positive. Third (and finally), the senior
manager must ask herself, “How do I put myself in the
other person’s shoes?” Being mindful and thoughtful
before a face-to-face interaction is something rarely
found in today’s warp-speed business environment.
When working with someone different from you, it
is critical to take a step back before engaging.

What is “code switching,” and how do you
use it at work?
Code switching actually stems from language. When
I say code switching, I mean coming up with a third
language to more effectively work with someone who
is speaking a different language from your own. When
you are culturally flexing and adapting, it’s like speaking
Spanglish, a mixture of Spanish and English. You have
recognized that everyone brings their unique perspective
to every encounter; therefore, you try to find a new
way of engagement by understanding the other
person’s perspective.
I think it’s important for a manager or leader who
is in a position of power to do the flexing and code
switching first [in order] to reach out to more junior
people. It doesn’t always work this way. At some
organizations that are hierarchical, the approach is
to say, “Well, you’re new; it’s your job to figure out
how things work. We’ve been here for years.”
In my newest book with Audrey S. Lee, Flex: The
New Playbook for Managing across Differences, we
challenge people to flex first if they understand the
rules of the game and know how things work, to
help people understand those unwritten rules.
You are of Korean heritage, and you have studied
communication styles in China. How has this
perspective influenced your concept of flexing?
China is a very collectivist culture. People are
uncomfortable tooting their own horns, and companies
hiring in China need to understand this. Let’s say you
need a Chinese team to run the operations behind
your fund. What can you do to make sure you hire
the right people?
I believe each group can flex in this situation. The
Chinese candidate can be more in your face and direct
and say, “Our team pulled together and accomplished
ABC” and “This is how I made it happen.”
On the other side, the company doing the hiring can
flex by understanding that the language of relationship
building in China is [in] spending time with each other.
Instead of going in and hiring someone after the first
interview, someone who is astute about hiring in China
would take more time.

What is your thinking behind the idea of “comfort with
ambiguity,” one of six traits you list that belong to a
“fluent leader”?
When you have ambiguous situations, when you see
that communication can be both direct and indirect,
some people get stuck in one mode or the other. They
say, “It’s only good to be direct.” But as you open up
your mind to different cultural perspectives, you automatically are thinking about new realms and ways of
doing things. Multicultural thinking is highly correlated
with the ability to think differently and with innovative
thinking processes. Leaders we studied who were
fluent had an insatiable curiosity about those who were
different from them. When I look at success stories,
I see leaders who think differently as the ones who
were able to impact change at the organizational level.
In your presentation at the annual conference, you discussed showing emotion at work. How do you
know the right approach?
Each human being is expressive in different ways, and
this has cultural roots, such as the amount of emotion
we are allowed to show. There are some cultural
groups that encourage people to express emotion at
work. In cultures that value expression, they say, “You
have to be passionate. You have to show your passion in
the way you talk and communicate what you know.”
If you grew up in a restrained culture, it’s valued to
be more matter of fact. You need to understand both
sides. If you’re restrained, study up on how to flex so
that you can show more emotion, especially if you’re
kicking off a new project. The way you show emotion
may not look as extreme as a colleague who is more
comfortable with that approach, but your ability to
adapt can make a difference. It’s about understanding
the cultural group you’re in but also what you bring
to the table [and] about having an awareness of who
you are naturally and knowing how to adapt to the
situation.
Read online:
blogs.cfainstitute.org/investor/2015/09/16/
flexing-code-switching-and-leadership/
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